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INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION - IN PRIVATE
COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS
What is arbitration in the commercial or private sense? To
paraphrase Domke on Commercial Arbitration, arbitration is a
process, (most frequently binding and unappealable) by which
parties voluntarily refer their disputes to an impartial third person
(or persons), arbitrators selected by them (or by an institution or
party agreed by them), for a decision based on the evidence and
arguments to be presented before the arbitration tribunal.' The
origins of arbitration, between tribes and later nation states, is
shrouded in antiquity. In 2550 B.C., Mesilim, the King of Kish,
arbitrated a boundary dispute between the city kingdoms of Lagash
and Umma. Greek mythology recounts an instance in which Paris
decided which of the three Goddesses was the most beautiful.2
1. DOMK, DoMK ON COMMERCIAL ARBrrRATION § 1:01 (1987).
2. Id. at § 2:01.
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In American history, arbitration dates back, in a sense (i.e.,
there were only party-appointed arbitrators), to the Jay Treaty of
1794, by which the infant United States and Great Britain resolved
differences between them Almost a hundred years later, the
famous Alabama Claims arose out of the depredations of a
Confederate warship of that same name built in England. That
raider caused substantial damage to federal commerce before the
U.S.S. Kearsarge sent the Alabama to its final end (which I, as a
Yankee, perceive as deeply deserved) at the bottom of the English
Channel off Cherbourg on June 19, 1864. The claims of the
United States and its merchants to recover losses caused by the
Alabama were the subject of arbitration between the United States
and Great Britain and were finally decided in 1872 in favor of the
United States to the extent of $15.5 million in gold."
A. The Benefits of Arbitration
Turning to the basics of our underlying topic, the perceived
advantages of arbitration over litigation have always been: (1)
timeliness; (2) lower cost; and (3) privacy. A fourth, and perhaps
the most important, advantage of arbitration is the relative ease of
enforcement of an arbitral award as compared with the difficulties
and costs of attempting to enforce a judgment arising out of
litigation. Even those who fear the uncertainties of arbitration
concede that an arbitral award is easier to enforce.
1. Timeliness
Over the years, the time involved in litigating a matter has
continuously grown by leaps and bounds3 to a point at which
3. 8 Stat. 116, 143 C.T.S. 145.
4. One arbitrator was appointed by each of the United States and the United Kingdom, plus
one arbitrator appointed, respectively by the King of Italy, the Emperor of Brazil, and the President
of the Swiss Confederation. MooRB, The Alabama Claims (1872), 1 INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION
495; and The Treaty of Washington, May 8, 1871 (143 C.T.S. 145).
5. Endless discovery, frequent dilatory motion pleading, "'standing in line" for a trial date,
lengthy trials (especially with the American concept of a jury in civil cases), and countless appeals
add to the notoriety that the American judicial system is cumbersome and slow.
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frequently, by the time the issue is finally resolved, the purpose
and subject of the litigation is no longer relevant. Indeed, an
award from litigation is often not received. Increasingly, parties,
dissatisfied with an ineffectual judicial system, are turning to
arbitration because it presents the advantage of a timely resolution
of their differences.6
2. Costs
Arbitration also enables disputing parties to minimize their
expenses incurred in settling their differences. The time saved, the
lack of discovery, appeals, and repetitious briefs, allow parties to
cut their costs of litigation (i.e., the costs to the parties, in both
attorneys' fees and administration). For these reasons, parties,
historically, have found arbitration substantially cheaper than
litigation, notwithstanding the argument that the courts and judges
are already paid for.
3. Privacy
Often when two parties litigate a matter in" court, the judicial
proceeding is open to the public. Litigating commercial disputes,
therefore, sometimes leads to unwanted exposure of trade secrets,
intellectual property, methods of doing business, and the method by
which a party determines its charges, costs, and profitability.
Arbitration, on the other hand, is a private proceeding. When
commercial parties wish to avoid such unwanted exposure to
protect their know-how, they may wish to consider arbitrating their
differences.
498
6. Arbitration often allows disputing parties to resolve their differences in a timely fashion
because of its lack of formalities, discovery, the effectively non-existent limiting rules of evidence,
and its usually-binding nature and lack of appeal.
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B. Arbitration Statutes in the United States
Almost all nations have adopted arbitration statutes which
either encourage or make arbitration mandatory. In 1920, the State
of New York adopted the first modem arbitration statute in the
United States.7 In 1925, Congress passed the Federal Arbitration
Act (also known as the U.S. Arbitration Act).8 As of 1990, thirty-
two states and the District of Columbia have adopted The Uniform
Arbitration Act (more or less in uniform form).9 The remaining
states have adopted different arbitration acts and/or have adopted
rules relating to arbitration as parts of their rules of civil procedure.
In addition to statutory authority encouraging the use of
arbitration, the U.S. judiciary has increasingly supported arbitration
as the preferred alternative to litigation of civil disputes arising out
of commercial transactions. As early as 1932, the U.S. Supreme
Court upheld a lower court's order of specific performance of
stipulations to arbitrate." Recently, in Rodriguez de Ouilas v.
Shearson/American Express, Inc.," the U.S. Supreme Court made
mandatory, and exclusive, the reference to arbitration of disputes
between securities brokers and their customers, as set forth for
years in the small print of margin and other securities contracts.
Efforts to repudiate or limit arbitrability have been defeated by
recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions. In Mitsubishi v. Soler
Chrysler-Plymouth, Inc.,2 the Court upheld the arbitrability of
anti-trust claims (albeit statutory in basis). Similarly, in
ShearsonlA merican Express, Inc. v. McMahon, the court upheld the
arbitrability of Racketeer-Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act
[RICO] claims."
7. N.Y. CiV. PRAC. L. & R. § 7501 (McKinney 1980) (historical note referenced). See 1&
§§ 7501-7514 (McKinney 1980 & Supp. 1990).
8. 9 U.S.C. §§ 1-15; 201-08 (1988).
9. UNiF. ARB. AcT, 7 U.IA. (1990).
10. Marine Transit Corp. v. Dreyfus, 284 U.S. 263 (1932).
11. 109 S. Ct. 1917 (1988).
12. 473 U.S. 614 (1985).
13. 482 U.S. 220 (1987).
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C. Institutional Arbitration
1. Institutional Arbitration
Within the last century, most international commercial
arbitration has been carried on through institutional bodies
established for that purpose. The more widely known institutional
arbitration bodies in the sphere of international private commercial
law are: (1) the Court of Arbitration of the International Chamber
of Commerce (ICC); (2) the London Court of International
Arbitration (LCIA); and (3) the American Arbitration Association"'
(AAA), a somewhat late, but "fast-comer" in the field of
international commercial arbitration. Other bodies and arbitration
centers, where arbitration can take place under their own rules or
those of other bodies, have been in existence for many years and
are growing. In fact, outside the United States and Western
Europe, institutional arbitration bodies are found, almost
universally, as adjuncts of national Chambers of Commerce and/or
Industry.
Countless numbers of international, regional, national, local,
trade groups, and private organizations are involved in establishing
arbitration institutions, centers, administrative bodies and rules for
commercial arbitration. Among the many are the Inter-American
Commercial Arbitration Commission, the World Bank's
International Center for the Settlement of Investment Disputes
(ICSID), the societies of Maritime Arbitrators (e.g., of Japan and
the U.S.S.R.), and special panels established, for example, by the
New York Stock Exchange and the National Association of
Securities Dealers (NASD). Australia has two arbitration
institutions, the Australian Centre for International Commercial
Arbitration and the Australia Centre for Dispute Settlement.
Arbitration centers also have been established in such places as
Hong Kong, Los Angeles, Cairo, and Vancouver. Eastern Bloc
countries have arbitrated commercial disputes for many years, and,
14. Provision for most of the American Arbitration cases has been to or pursuant to the
American Arbitration Association.
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on the most part, have conducted arbitration through their
respective national Chambers of Commerce.
Early in its history, the United Nations established the
Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) under the
philosophy that international trade, appropriately regulated and
following common procedures, was a method of maintaining world
peace. UNCITRAL initially adopted Arbitration Rules in 1958."
The 1958 United Nations (New York) Convention on the
Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (adopted
by over eighty countries) was ratified by all of the Council for
Mutual Economic Assistance countries (CMEA), though the
Convention is not binding as to cases decided .under the Moscow
Convention. In 1985, UNCITRAL promulgated a Model
Arbitration Act.16
International public arbitration reached its zenith with the
establishment of the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal. This
Tribunal is a hybrid of public and private arbitration, inasmuch as,
while the parties are ostensibly the nations of the Islamic Republic
of Iran and the United States, the nations stand as nominees for
their respective private entities, and frequently, state-owned
commercial enterprises. 7
As the preference for arbitration over litigation has grown in
recent years, many nations have reenacted or updated their statutes
relating to arbitration of international disputes. For example, in
1987, Switzerland, long considered a neutral forum for efficient
and effective arbitration (a misconception, in some respects, until
recently), adopted new international arbitration statutes as part of
their new Private International Law Statute. 8 Eastern European
nations have enacted special statutes relating to arbitration, or
adopted special sections of their general procedural law relating
15. 31 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 17) at 35; U.N. Doe. A/31-17 (1976).
16. International Commercial Arbitration; 40 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 17) at 81; U.N. Doc.
A/40 (17) (1987).
17. See Mosk, The Role of Party -Appointed Arbitrators in InternationalArbitration: The
Experience of the Iran - United States Claims Tribunal, I TRANSNAT'L LAW. 253 (1988).
18. See generally P. KARRER & K. ARNOLD, SWITZERLAND's PRIVATE iNTmNATIONAL LAW
STATUTE OF DECEMBER 18, 1987: THE Swiss CODE ON CONFLIcr OF LAWS, AND RELATED
LEGISLATION (1989).
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thereto. Additionally, many Eastern European nations, or their
Chambers of Commerce, have updated either their statutes or rules
on arbitration.19
As Eastern Europe opens its doors to further trade and joint
ventures with the West, Western businesspersons will find there
exists a philosophy already familiar to the expedited concepts of
arbitration in lieu of litigation to resolve disputes arising out of
commercial relationships. The net-effect of Eastern Europe's
established arbitration institutions is the great potential of furthering
East/West trade, anticipated to result from the decline of
Communism in Eastern Europe.
2. Ad Hoc Arbitration
In recent years, the business community increasingly has
voiced complaints that certain advantages of institutional arbitration
over litigation are disappearing, namely, that arbitration is not as
expedient and inexpensive as before. "Ad hoc" arbitration stands
as a viable alternative to institutional arbitration. This form of
arbitration is frequently described as, "you pick one, I'll pick one;
those two will pick a third, and whatever the three decide is
binding upon us."" Ad hoc arbitration predates the standing
institutions for the administration of commercial arbitration.
Indeed, the procedure that settled the Alabama Claims and other
commercial disputes was "ad hoc" (in the appendix to this article
is a proposed format for ad hoc dispute resolution).
19. The arbitration court of the Hungarian Chamber of Commerce adopted new Rules of
Procedure that came into effect Sept. 1, 1989; Bulgaria adopted new rules in 1988; Czechoslovakia
adopted new Rules as of Mar., 1988. The re-named Arbitration Court of the U.S.S.R., the Chamber
of Commerce and Industry has new Rules. These rules were adopted by the decree of the Presidium
of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R., on Dec. 14, 1987, and adopted by the Chamber itself in
March 1988.
20. See generally Arldn, InternationalAd Hoc Arbitration: A PracticalAlternative, 15 INT'L
Bus. LAW. 5 (1987).
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3. Institutional Response to the Diminishing Cost/Benefits of
Arbitration
In response to the challenges against the diminishing
advantages of cost-effectiveness and time-saving in institutional
arbitration, arbitral bodies and organizations are developing new
concepts to address those challenges. The Chartered Institute of
Arbitrators at a Symposium in London for the international
construction industry, in June, 1989, presented the notion of a
standing Dispute Resolution Board or Advisor. Meanwhile, the
Court of Arbitration of the ICC is in the process of introducing an
arbitrator/referee concept. Whether an arbitrator/referee or a
standing Dispute Resolutions Board or Advisor will be sufficient
to overcome the many concerns voiced is uncertain, but these
measures certainly are a start in the right direction.
D. The History of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
Arbitration
In the Eastern Bloc (the "COMICON" or "CMEA"
countries), international commercial (binding) arbitration has for
some years, been the preferred method of resolving commercial
disputes.
Eastern European Courts of Arbitration were created as early
as 1932 in the U.S.S.R. and in the post-World War H era of the
late 1940s and 1950s in Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary,
Bulgaria, Romania, and the German Democratic Republic (GDR).,
Following the establishment of these courts, many East European
countries adopted international arbitration conventions between
them. Some of these countries had adopted early international
conventions of a general nature during their pre-Communist days,
such as Germany and Czechoslovakia. Poland had adopted early
conventions on arbitration similar to those of Geneva in 1923 and
1927. Aided by the Marxist/Leninist suspicion of the legal
profession (albeit, that is merely a speculation as to one of the
causes), arbitration of commercial disputes has been the typical,
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rather than the unusual or less favored method of resolving
commercial disputes in the Eastern Bloc."
Pursuant to the 1972 Moscow Convention on Settlement by
Arbitration of Civil Disputes Resulting from Economic, Scientific
and Technical Cooperation, arbitration is mandatory between
economic organizations of different countries of the CMEA that
result from contractual and other civil law relations. In 1974, the
Arbitration Courts at the Chambers of Commerce of the CMEA
adopted Uniform Rules of Procedure. '  The CMEA further
amended the General conditions for the Delivery of Goods in the
CMEA, which initially was adopted in 1958, 4 to make arbitration
compulsory within the CMEA relating to contracts between foreign
trade organizations of signatory countries for the delivery of goods,
and to exclude any jurisdiction of the courts.
One of the leading articles on the history of arbitration in the
CMEA countries is Dispute Resolution Procedures in East/West
Trade,' by the Honorable Howard Holtzman, the Chief U.S. Judge
at the Iran/U.S Claims Tribunal in the Hague. As the article notes,
the existing arbitral bodies established under the aegis of the
Chambers of Commerce of the CMEA countries are competent to
handle East/West trade disputes, if the parties expressly agree in
writing to submit to their consideration a dispute which either has
arisen, or, in the case of drafting a contract, may arise in the future.
Some of these Tribunals have held that Western business entities
sometimes have found themselves before such Courts of Arbitration
on the grounds that, notwithstanding the lack of a specific
agreement to submit to their jurisdiction, their conduct gave
evidence of their voluntary submission to such jurisdiction, and
thus, these entities may be estopped from objecting at a later stage
to the competence of those arbitration Tribunals. Ordinarily,
21. See generally Strohbach, General Introduction on Arbitration in CMEA Countries, in
DnEmATIONAL HANDBOOK ON COMMERCIAL ARBRATION 5 Supp. (May 1986).
22. 890 U.N.T.S. 172 (1972); 13 1L.M. 5-15 (1974).
23. C. ScHMrrITo'FF, INTERNAInONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION part 111.2 (1986).
24. U.N. Register of Texts, 1/1971/0.72-102; 1 WORLD ARB. REP., Part Ill Regional
conventions and Arrangements see. C Eastern Europe, 211.1.
25. Holtzman, Dispute Resolutions Procedures in EaslVest Trade, 13 INT'L LAW. 2 (ABA)
(1979).
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however, when an arbitration clause is included within an
East/West contract (the wording is most important), no recourse
will be permitted to the courts.
While arbitration is the rule, rather than the exception, to
resolving commercial disputes between and within Eastern Bloc
countries, parties, depending upon the country, still have a right to
bring suit in a state court, unless the jurisdiction has been expressly
excluded by a stipulation to arbitration in the GDR. In Hungary,
as Laszlo Reczei pointed out, 6 no other procedure for dispute
resolution, except arbitration, shall be available to the parties if
they have agreed to resort to arbitration, even if they have not
expressly excluded the jurisdiction of the courts in their agreement.
The same arbitral concepts used in the West, such as privacy,
have been recognized and acknowledged in the East. Kalman
Loloczky, General Counsel of The Mogurt Foreign Trade
Enterprise, Budapest, points out the higher level of confidentiality
that exists even in the relatively non-public procedures of State
courts in -ungary.27
E. New Concepts in East/West Arbitration
1. Jurisdiction and Venue of Arbitration
In the West, it is only relatively recently that jurisdiction and
venue issues have been favorably resolved either by judicial
determination, or statute (e.g., such as that newly adopted by
Switzerland). These decisions and legislative enactments authorize
disputing parties to agree to a country as the seat of an arbitration
proceeding, even though that country has no jurisdiction over the
parties or other contact or relation to the transaction being
arbitrated. In the Eastern European nations, no such issues of lack
26. ReczeL, East-West Arbitration as Administered by Institutions, 10 ibT'L Bus. LAw. 4
(1982).
27. Loloczky, Fas/ estArbitration, a Practitioners Viewpointfrom Hungary, 4 ARB. INT'L
266-68 (1988).
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of contacts or jurisdiction have arisen when the parties have agreed
to a situs for arbitration.
Many countries and their arbitral procedures have been
considered and accepted or specifically commented on in the past
as being an appropriate or inappropriate venue for East/West
arbitration. Among these, include:
a. Zurich, Switzerland
Prior to the adoption of the new Swiss International Arbitration
Law, Zurich was not acceptable to many experienced arbitrators as
an appropriate place to arbitrate any international dispute. Zurich's
failure to adopt the Swiss Inter-Cantonal Concord and the status of
Cantonal law of Zurich, gave a party with a weak case the
opportunity to resort to the Zurich Courts, to interfere and delay
interminably the arbitration proceedings held in Zurich. With the
advantages of time and expense demolished by the intrusion of the
Zurich Courts, many regarded Switzerland as an unsuitable place
in which to arbitrate. This perception, hopefully, has been changed
by the recent Swiss statutes.
b. Helsinki, Finland
Finland is another potential venue for East/West arbitrations.
Although the country has long had rigid rules pertaining to the
choosing of arbitrators, the Arbitration Court in Helsinki also has
had a reputation for being efficient, uncomplicated, and informal.
c. London, England
London has always been recognized as an international
commercial center. Since the adoption of the Amendments in 1979
to the English Arbitration Act, the newly-renamed London Court
of International Arbitration (LCIA), allows parties to avoid the
judiciary in the arbitral process. With numerous decisions from the
Courts of Appeal and Queens Bench upholding the amendments to
the English Arbitration Act, London, and the LCIA, has become
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more "user friendly" to the East than before, as well as a neutral
arbitration venue to settle commercial disputes.
2. Arbitration Clauses
In recent years, new optional clauses for contracts involving
East/West trade have been promulgated specifically by agreements
between the American Arbitration Association and the Chambers
of Commerce of the Eastern Bloc countries. These efforts have
contributed to an optimism that arbitration, as opposed to litigation,
will provide a timely, cost-effective and private resource for the
resolution of international commercial disputes. These agreements,
if nothing more, disclose the recognition in the East of a desire to
use arbitration conceptually, in its dealings with the West.
3. Neutral Forum to Arbitrate East/West Trade Disputes
In recent years, the Eastern Bloc countries have been
compelled to reluctantly accept the application of the law of a
neutral country, neutral procedures, and a neutral forum for the
arbitration itself. This has arisen in situations when the subject
matter of the contract was of such importance to the Eastern Bloc
country (and the other party being so insistent), that there was no
alternative. The two international institutional bodies that have
been most often agreed to are the: (1) Arbitration Institute of the
Stockholm Chamber of Commerce and (2) Arbitration Court of the
Federal Chamber of Commerce of Vienna.
a. The Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of
Commerce
The rules of the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm
Chamber of Commerce (albeit subject in practice to an increasing
criticism of lack of timeliness) permit flexibility for the parties to
choose whatever arbitration procedures they consider best suited for
their particular transaction. The parties further are permitted to
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agree on the applicable law of any country to govern the substance
of a dispute, even if arbitrated in Stockholm.
b. The Arbitration Court of the Federal Chamber of
Commerce of Vienna
Arbitration at the Court of the Federal Chamber of Commerce
of Vienna also has met a substantive degree of acceptance for
CMEA countries when they are forced to agree to "neutral"
arbitration. First of all, Austria has, since the end of World War
II, been considered a neutral country. As such, Vienna has been
the venue of many East/West contracts and agreements. In fact,
UNCITRAL established its headquarters in Vienna, perhaps with
that concept in mind. The Rules of that particular arbitral body
will allow the parties to elect their arbitrators, either from the list
of that "court," or from the existing lists of any other acceptable
arbitral body.
F. Conclusion
This article has outlined briefly some of the background and
history of arbitration in the West. The article has also indicated
that during a substantial part of the post-World War II period,
arbitration has been the preferred, if not exclusive, method of
resolving international disputes in the East. Arbitration offers
many advantages over litigation; it enables a party to neutralize the
uncertainties of appearing in court--the fear of being "home-
towned," the interminable delays resulting from arbitrary or
chauvinistic procedures (e.g., Dickens' "Bleak House"), the costly
attorneys' fees that exceed the amount of the controversy, and the
unwanted public disclosure. The increasing use of arbitration in
lieu of litigation, the ease of enforcement of arbitral awards, and
arbitration's acceptance by both the East and West through the
adoption of the 1958 New York Convention, all lead to the
inevitable conclusion that one need not automatically turn to the
Courts to settle one's differences. As Communism continues to
decline in popularity in the East, and as East/West trade continues
508
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to flourish, arbitration will be, not merely the preferred, but the
primary method of dispute resolution between the East and West.
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APPENDIX
Format For Ad Hoe Dispute Resolution
Binding Arbitration Provision
(In the body of the Agreement only the following):
Article
DISPUTE RESOLUTION
In the event the parties cannot agree on any matters arising out
of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, (specifically
excluding, as may be hereinafter reserved in this Agreement, the
right to seek judicial enforcement of liquidated damages, e.g.,
amounts acknowledged as earned, but not paid]), which
disagreement the parties cannot resolve between themselves, such
disagreement shall be referred to binding Arbitration upon the
terms and conditions described in Exhibit " " (attached
hereto and incorporated herein by this reference).
The following is the format for the Exhibit to be attached to the
Agreement.
Exhibit
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DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROVISION
(Ad Hoc)
A. Demand For Arbitration
1. Initial Notification/Demand
Any party may initiate the Arbitration proceedings for which
provision is herein made by giving notice to the other party(s) of
its demand to arbitrate; including in such notice: a) the names and
addresses of the parties; b) reference to the contract/agreement
pursuant to which the dispute arises; c) reference to the dispute
resolution provision; d) the nature of the dispute and amount, if
known, of any claim for damages or compensation; e) the facts
upon which the claim is based; and f) the relief or remedy sought.
2. Response
The other party(s), i.e., respondent(s) must respond within ten
(10) days with a confirmation or denial of all or part of the claims
made by the initiating party and a brief statement of the nature and
circumstances of any prospective counterclaims. Failure to respond
within the stated time shall not operate to delay the Arbitration and,
under such circumstances, it will be assumed that the claim is
denied.
B. Arbitrators
1. Method of Selection
a. Two-Party Agreement
The party initiating a demand for Arbitration shall select an
Arbitrator who may or may not be an employee or owner, directly
or indirectly, of the party initiating the Arbitration. The name,
address, and telephone, telex and, if extant, telefax, numbers of the
Arbitrator thus selected shall be included in the demand for
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Arbitration described in paragraph A. 1 above. The party against
whom such demand for Arbitration has been made may also select
an Arbitrator, within the time required for response as described in
paragraph A.2 above, who also shall not be an employee or owner,
directly or indirectly, of such party; the name, address, and
telephone, telex and, if extant, telefax, numbers of such Arbitrator
shall be included in the response which shall be served not only on
the party initiating the Arbitration, but also upon the Arbitrator
selected by the initiating party. The two Arbitrators so chosen
shall within twenty (20) days following the selection of the last of
the two Arbitrators choose a third or "neutral" Arbitrator (who shall
act as the presiding and administrative Arbitrator for the
proceedings herein described), whose name, address, and telephone,
telex and, if extant, telefax, numbers shall be submitted by notice
as hereinafter provided to both parties; such third Arbitrator shall,
unless the parties agree to the contrary, not be a national of any
country of any of the parties to the Arbitration. In the event the
respondent fails to select an Arbitrator within the time specified,
the Arbitrator selected by the initiating party shall be designated as
sole Arbitrator. In the event the two Arbitrators selected, as above
provided, fail to agree on a third Arbitrator, the third (i.e.,
"neutral") Arbitrator will be selected upon application by either to,
and by the (e.g., The London Court of International Arbitration).
The "neutral" Arbitrator will be possessed of knowledge of (i.e.,
specialized knowledge, if any, e.g., construction of hydroelectric
dams). The "neutral" Arbitrator shall give notice to the parties and
the other Arbitrators of any circumstances likely to affect his or her
impartiality in the Arbitration including, but not limited to,
financial or personal interests in the outcome of the Arbitration and
past or present relationships with any of the parties to the
Arbitration.
b. Multiple Party Agreement
In the event there are more than two parties to the Agreement
to which this Exhibit is attached, the party initiating the Arbitration
as provided in A. 1 above will, concurrent with its demand for
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Arbitration therein described, forward a copy thereof with all
inclusions together with a written application to (e.g., The London
Court of International Arbitration), [hereinafter referred to as the
"Appointing Authority"], for the appointment of one or three
Arbitrators as the Appointing Authority deems appropriate in view
of the character of the demand.
2. Removal
No removal of an Arbitrator shall be authorized unless the
Arbitrator fails to participate in the decision process, or where the
Arbitrator: a) demonstrates corruption or fraud; b) demonstrates
evident partiality; c) is guilty of misconduct in attempting to cause
postponement of the hearing; d) refuses to participate in the hearing
where sufficient cause is not shown; e) is absent because of a
continuing illness; or f) is otherwise unable to participate in the
hearings. Such removal will be made by the unanimous consent of
the other Arbitrators in the proceeding if more than one, or, if only
one, by application of both parties to the body or person designated.
in B.lb above.
3. Replacement
Replacement of any Arbitrator, who is removed or withdraws,
voluntarily or involuntarily, from the proceedings during the course
of the Arbitration, shall be made in like manner as the selection or
appointment of the Arbitrator thus removed or withdrawn. If any
Arbitrator is removed or replaced because of death, resignation, or
withdrawal, during the course of the arbitral proceedings, if the
remaining Arbitrators cannot agree whether to accept or reject the
proceedings which have occurred in the Arbitration, prior to the
appointment of any replacement, the decision shall be left to the
presiding Arbitrator, or, if he is the person removed or replaced, to
the body or person designated in B. lb above.
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4. Challenge
Any challenge to the right or qualification of an Arbitrator
shall be considered only on the grounds specified by the Rules of
the body designated in B above, or if a body having such Rules is
not there designated, then pursuant to (e.g., the UNCITRAL
Arbitration Rules). Any such challenge shall be subject to the
binding determination by the body or person named in B above;
provided, however, it shall not be a grounds for challenge if the
Arbitrator(s) shall make or have made reasonable efforts to act as
conciliator(s) between the parties, though no disclosure of
information received in confidence from one party may be
disclosed to another party. Notwithstanding the foregoing, failure
of the Arbitrator(s) to render a decision within six (6) months of
the close of the Arbitration shall be definite grounds for such
challenge and non-payment of recovery of fees of the Arbitrators.
5. Non-Liability
No Arbitrator shall be liable to any party for any act or
omission in connection with any Arbitration conducted under this
Agreement, save that Arbitrators may be liable for the
consequences of conscious and deliberate wrongdoing. After the
award has been made and the possibilities of correction and
additional awards referred to in 0.2 have lapsed or been exhausted,
no Arbitrator shall be under any obligation to make any statement
to any person about any matter concerning the Arbitration, nor
shall any party seek to make any Arbitrator a witness in any legal
proceedings arising out of the Arbitration.
C. Deposit of Costs/Fees/Security
An advance deposit toward the costs of administration of the
Arbitration, Arbitrator's fees and security for costs may be required
by the Arbitrator (or Chairman, if more than one), which initial
deposit and/or security and ariy subsequent deposits and/or security,
determined in like manner, shall be payable in equal parts, by both
1990/New Opportunities For Arbitration in East/West Trade
parties, promptly, upon notice of the requirement therefore, in such
currency, and by such manner as shall be designated in the order
for such deposits. If either party fails or refuses to make any such
deposits or provide such security, sanctions in the form of
reasonable additional charges to the defaulting party(s), however,
the Arbitration may continue upon payment of the full amount of
such deposits and/or security made by the other party(s) to the
Arbitration; however, the failure to make such deposits and/or
provide any ordered security shall not prejudice the objectivity of
the decision of the Arbitrator(s).
D. Venue and Conduct of Arbitration
The Arbitrator(s) shall select a time, date and place at (e.g.,
Zurich, Switzerland) at which each session of the Arbitration and
preliminary or prehearing conferences, if any, shall take place. The
parties and their counsel shall be notified by the Arbitrator, or
Chairman, in writing of such times, dates, and places by notices
hereinafter provided. Written notice of the time, dates, and places
of a preliminary or prehearing conference and all hearings shall be
made by the Arbitrator, or Chairman, and shall be forwarded to the
parties at least forty-five (45) days, and no more than sixty (60)
days prior to any such conference or hearings. An award and/or
decision by the Arbitrator(s) shall be rendered and distributed to
the parties in writing within six (6) months of the close of the
Arbitration, and if no majority (in the case of multiple Arbitrators)
has been obtained as to such decision or award within fifteen (15)
days prior to the expiration of such period, the decision and/or
award of the third, "neutral" Arbitrator or Chairman of the
Arbitration panel, shall be decisive and binding on all parties.
E. Applicable Substantive Law
The substantive law of (e.g., England, New York, etc.) as it
exists as of the date of the Agreement to which this is an exhibit
shall apply to the Arbitration contemplated hereby.
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F. Language
The Arbitration procedures, all notices and submissions, and
any awards required to be given, as herein described, shall be
conducted in the (e.g., English, German, etc.) language.
G. Procedural Rules
Except as otherwise provided by the decision of the majority
of the Arbitrators (or sole Arbitrator, if only one) the Arbitration
proceedings conducted, pursuant hereto, shall be governed by the
(e.g., Commercial) Arbitration Rules promulgated by the (e.g., The
Court of Arbitration of the ICC, Paris, LCIA or AAA) in effect as
of this date (or as existing as of the date [note: some jurisdictions
have held that you cannot adopt a statute or rules not yet enacted]
of such Arbitration). Each party may appear at the Arbitration
hearing(s) by their duly authorized representatives and/or counsel
and present their contentions concerning the matter(s) in dispute,
and the testimony of any witnesses.
H. Representation by Counsel
The parties may be represented by counsel as they so desire,
but must give notice of the name, address, and telephone, telex
and, if extant, telefax numbers of such counsel to the other party
and the Arbitrators.
L Jurisdiction
The Arbitrator may make a self-determination, or, if more than
one, by a majority vote, whether or not they possess jurisdiction
over the Arbitration, the subject matter, and the parties; in the
absence of such specific vote, such jurisdiction shall be assumed
for all purposes in conjunction herewith.
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J. Case Stated
The Arbitrator(s) shall accept, as written, the stipulations, if
any, of the parties as to any facts or applicable legal principles of
which stipulation shall define and limit the scope of the Arbitration
with respect to such facts or legal principles.
K. Evidence/Privacy/Confidentiality
The (e.g., Supplementary Rules Governing the Reception of
Evidence promulgated by the International Bar Association, and
any amendments to such initial 1983 promulgation) shall apply to
this Arbitration, and the other rules of evidence shall be subject to
the discretion of a majority of the Arbitrators who shall resolve any
conflicts between this direction and any specified procedural or
other rules adopted hereunder. All evidence (including documents,
submissions, and testimony), shall be both private and confidential
and not revealed to others not directly involved in the Arbitration.
L Submission
Written submissions by each party of their position shall be
simultaneously forwarded to the Arbitrator(s) and the other party,
or to his attorney, if one has been designated, in the manner of
giving notice herein provided and shall be posted thirty (30) days
prior to the date specified for any preliminary hearing or
conference, or if none, of the initial Arbitration hearing. Either
party may thereafter submit a written reply to the initial submission
of the other. Such submissions shall disclose the position of the
party as well as the witnesses, evidence, and exhibits, (complete
descriptions of which shall be attached), intended to be submitted.
The reply shall contain the same information, with respect to any
rebuttal to the initial submission of the other party. The nature and
extent of discovery procedures, if any are allowed, shall ble left to
the" discretion of the Arbitrators, but request therefore must be
submitted by written notice to the presiding Arbitrator within ten
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(10) days following receipt of the initial notification, submission,
or reply.
M. Reporter
If either party makes a written request to the Arbitrator(s)
therefor, (which request should be made at least thirty (30) days
prior to any hearing in the Arbitration along with a deposit of a
sum covering the fees thereof), the Arbitrator, or Chairman, shall
cause the services of a reporter to be obtained to make a record of
the hearing. Any party not requesting a reporter shall bear a
proportionate share of the costs of the reporter and any transcripts
if such party wishes a copy of any transcripts thus created.
N. Interim/Provisional Remedies
The grant of interim and/or provisional remedies, (including
but not limited to, injunctions and attachments), shall be left to the
discretion of the Arbitrators. No suspension of performance of the
agreements of the parties nor any payment of monies due for past
performance shall be allowed to place either party at a
disadvantage and frustrate efficient Arbitration proceedings relative
to the issue in dispute. Any such interim award(s) shall have the
same force and effect as a final award or decision as herein
provided and may be enforceable in like manner.
0. Award/Decision
1. Final Award/Decision
The award(s) or decision(s) of the Arbitrator(s) shall be
binding upon the parties hereto. No award or decision by the
Arbitrator(s) shall extend beyond the scope of the dispute submitted
to Arbitration as herein provided, nor constitute a revision of other
terms of the agreements or contracts between the parties. All
awards or decisions shall be made by the decision of a majority of
the Arbitrators, if more than one, and shall be made within forty-
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five (45) days following the last hearing in the matter. Such award
or decision shall be communicated to the parties and their counsel
electronically (e.g., telex or telefax) and subsequently confirmed by
a duplicate of such written award or decision signed by either the
sole Arbitrator, if such, or by the majority of the Arbitrators if
more than one. The award or decision may include a determination
of the currency, method and place of payment, in the event
damages are a portion of the award/decision, and the
award/decision shall include a final award of Arbitrator's fees and
administrative costs of the Arbitration, and may impose the same
totally upon one party, or divided between the parties, as the
Arbitrators deem appropriate. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the
parties shall pay the fees of their own counsel and all costs related
to the attendance and testimony of their witnesses and the
preparation and submission of evidence and exhibits, if any. [Note:
In most jurisdictions outside the United States of America, the term
"costs" as used in both litigation and Arbitration includes attorney's
fees, and thus may be provided for by the "security for costs"
language of paragraph D hereof, contrary to the language of this
paragraph, in which instance the sentence relating to payment of
attorneys' fees by each party, set forth above, might be stricken by
the parties.] The award and/or decision of the Arbitrators shall not
be required to include the reasons therefore, unless required by the
law applicable to this Arbitration. Any settlement arrived at
between the parties subsequent to the initial demand for Arbitration
may, upon submission of such agreement to the Arbitrator(s), be
reduced to a written award, whereby it will be available to be
confirmed by courts and/or enforced as provided by law. Any
award and/or decision made pursuant hereto shall be enforceable in
any court having jurisdiction over the parties or the subject matter
hereof; and further, any award and/or decision made pursuant
hereto may be enforced pursuant to the 1958 New York
Convention (i.e., The Convention on the Recognition and
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards).
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2. Modification or Correction of Award/Decision
Modification or correction of an award/decision made by the
Arbitrators pursuant hereto, may be made only upon a showing,
and the Arbitrators concurrence, that: a) there was evident
miscalculation of figures, or an evident mistake in the description
of any person, thing, or property referred to in the award; b) the
Arbitrators made an award or decision which included a matter not
submitted to them within the scope of the Arbitration which
correction may be made without affecting the merits of the decision
or award upon the issues submitted; c) the award is imperfect in a
matter of form not affecting the merits of the controversy submitted
to Arbitration.
3. Vacation of Award/No Appeal
An award may be vacated only upon the party showing: (a) the
award was procured by corruption, fraud, or other undue means; (b)
there was evident partiality by the Arbitrator appointed as the
neutral or presiding Arbitrator or 'corruption of any of the
Arbitrators, or a gross misconduct prejudicing the rights of any
party to the Arbitration; (c) the Arbitrators exceeded their powers
as herein granted; (d) the Arbitrators refused to make a reasonable
postponement of a conference or hearing upon sufficient cause
being shown therefor or refused to timely hear evidence material
to the controversy substantially prejudicing the rights of a party.
Other than herein provided, there shall be no appeal allowed as to
any award or decision made in the course of the Arbitration
conducted pursuant hereto. The award or decision of the
Arbitrators shall be binding -upon the parties hereto.
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